Dear team captain,
In 5 days you arrive to Prague with your team. We are very glad
you managed your group, you coped with the database and made
arrive all your friends to Prague. You have done a lot of hard work
and we sincerely thank you for it. To make your arrival to Prague
as smooth as possible and re-enforce your superhero status in your
group , this is a newsletter especially for you. 

Arrival
Airport
Prague’s airport has two terminals. The majority of you will arrive to the terminal 2 which
serves the Schengen area. In the arrival hall there will be ECSG stand with our assistance. If
you ordered a transport by us, please go to the desk and our girls, Klára and Lucie, will send
you your driver right away.  In case you decided to travel on your own with public
transports, it’s easy as well! Unfortunately you will have to buy a ticket, because the public
transportation for free starts from the moment when accreditation card hangs on your neck.
You will have to buy a ticket – I recommend you to buy a 36 CZK (1,44€ ) ticket which
allows you to travel 90 minutes without any limitation. With this ticket you will arrive in
whatever hotel without stress and you can even get lost a couple of time… 
If you lodge in the city center, you can also use the AE (airport express bus) which goes from
the airport directly to the city – it stops at Namesti Republiky and Hlavní nádraží (central
station). This one costs 50 CZK (2€), which you pay directly to the driver. Euros are not
accepted.I suppose you will have no coins when arriving to Prague, so the ticket machine is
not ok. But don’t despair!  There is a nice and big stand of Prague Public Transports (when
leaving customs area and entering the arrival hall on your right hand) They will sell you
tickets and help you to find the quickest way to your lodgement. If needed, the cash
machinesare located next to the exit from custom area. Of course, you can always ask Klára
and Lucie for help.In case you decided to take a taxi, when exiting custom area, on your left
hand you can see a yellowish stand of AAA taxi, the main taxi company of ECSG 2013
(entering the arrival hall, on your left hand). Don’t mistake them with 1.1.1. Radio cab,
another taxi company. :) In case you arrive to terminal 1 (serving countries out of Schengen
area), when exiting custom area to the arrival hall, turn right and walk approx. 3 minutes the
arriving hall of terminal 2. If you needed any assistance before you reach the ECSG
hospitality desk, call Klara +420 605 574 838.
Please note that signing up for our transport is not possible anymore.

Florenc bus station
It’s a really small station so it’s impossible get lost there... :) Walking towards to the main
hall, in front of Burger King there’s an information desk. They will assist you to choose the
best route to your hotel or Industrial Palace. This station is built above two metro lines (B,C)
and near tram lines 3,8 and 24.
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In case you ordered our transport, when getting off the bus there will stand your driver with
your team name on the paper.

Central station
When you arrive at the train station, walk in the main hall, where is the meeting point. There
will be waiting your driver with your team name on the paper. In case you need any
assistance, please call one of our hotlines which numbers you can find in the Bulletin 3.

By car
Next to the accreditation centre is possibility of short term parking. We recommend the one
next our swimming pool, accessible from the Za elektrárnou street. (parking 40 CZK/hour)

Accreditation
When arriving at the accreditation I guess you will be tired and thirsty after the long journey.
:) In order to avoid queues, please leave your fellows at the refreshment corner and come
yourself to the accreditation. Tell us your team name, your name and number of the team (the
same as number of your first invoice). You will receive a box with all the gadgets and
participant cards.

Pivenka tickets
Pivenka will be our ECSG currency at the meeting point. In Bulletin 3 is a small mistake –
there’s written Pivenka’s will cost 20€ or 600 CZK. That’s a mistake, the price in crowns is
500 CZK only. When your teammates will ask you, what does Pivenka mean, you can explain
them that „Pivo“ means beer, and Pivenka – beer ticket. :) But of course, there will be also
other drinks available but also these, despite beerless, will be paid with pivenkas. :)

Bulletin 3
You can already find Bulletin 3 on our website but after the flood some of the addresses have
to be replaced. This up-date will appear on our website, we recommend to print it. It will be
available at the accreditation and at the info stand. Due to time pressure, these new addresses
will be published in English only.
Have a great day and thank you captain, you rule!!!
Have a great day!
Sofie
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